Abstract-A hybrid controller that induces provably stable running gaits on an Asymmetric Spring Loaded Inverted Pendulum (ASLIP) is developed. The controller acts on two levels. On the first level, continuous within-stride control asymptotically imposes a (virtual) holonomic constraint corresponding to a desired torso posture, and creates an invariant surface on which the two-degree-of-freedom restriction dynamics of the closed-loop system (i.e., the hybrid zero dynamics) is diffeomorphic to the center-of-mass dynamics of a Spring Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP). On the second level, event-based control stabilizes the closed-loop hybrid system along a periodic orbit of the SLIP dynamics. The controller's performance is discussed through comparison with a second control law that creates a one-degree-of-freedom non-compliant hybrid zero dynamics. Both controllers induce identical steady-state behaviors (i.e., periodic solutions). Under transient conditions, however, the controller inducing a compliant hybrid zero dynamics based on the SLIP accommodates significantly larger disturbances, with less actuator effort, and without violation of the unilateral ground force constraints.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE Spring Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) has been proposed as a canonical model of the center-of-mass dynamics of running animals and robots. Notwithstanding its apparent simplicity, the SLIP has been invaluable in uncovering basic principles of running in animals, [21] , and in synthesizing empirical control laws for running robots, [41] .
In the relevant literature, the SLIP is not conceived merely as a model that encodes running. It is construed as a model that implies specific high-level control hypotheses on how animals or robots coordinate their joints and limbs to produce the observed running behavior, [15] , [21] . However, up to this point, much of the relevant research has been concentrated on the SLIP itself. The formal connection between the SLIP and more elaborate models that enjoy a more faithful correspondence to a typical locomotor's structure and morphology has not been fully investigated. In particular, it still remains unclear how stability Carnegie Mellon University; see [22] , [23] and [24] for design principles. The knee has a revolute series compliant actuator. Right: The Asymmetric Spring
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conclusions obtained in the context of the SLIP can predict the behavior of more complete models. In this paper, rather than analyzing the much studied SLIP, we turn our attention to its implications in the control of running of more complete robot models. A framework is proposed that combines established nonlinear control synthesis tools, such as the Hybrid Zero Dynamics (HZD) originally proposed in [53] , with controllers obtained in the context of the SLIP e.g., [41] , to induce exponentially stable running motions in a hopping model termed the Asymmetric Spring Loaded Inverted Pendumlum (ASLIP); see Fig. 1 . Aiming to reflect a broader purpose, the ASLIP includes torso pitch dynamics nontrivially coupled to the leg motion, an issue not addressed in the widely studied SLIP. Despite its importance, to the best of the authors' knowledge, no formal studies of the ASLIP exist. Proposing and rigorously analyzing control laws for the stabilization of the ASLIP that take advantage of SLIP controllers constitute the primary goals of this work.
A second aspect addressed in this paper regards the performance benefits of embedding the SLIP as the hybrid zero dynamics of the ASLIP. A SLIP-embedding control law is compared with a controller that achieves a one degree-of-freedom (DOF), non-compliant hybrid zero dynamics. The two controllers induce identical steady-state behaviors. Under transient conditions, however, the underlying compliant nature of the SLIP allows significantly larger disturbances to be accommodated, with less actuator effort, and without violation of the unilateral constraints between the toe and the ground.
The results presented in this paper provide the first step toward a general framework for the design of control laws that induce elegant, provably stable, running motions in legged robots, by combining the practical advantages of the compliant SLIP with the analytical tractability offered by the hybrid zero dynamics method.
II. BACKGROUND
The combined difficulties of hybrid dynamics and underactuation inherent in legged robots with point feet stymied the direct application of nonlinear controller synthesis tools, such as those in [28] , to induce provably stable running motions in such robots. Instead, many empirical control procedures have been employed over the past twenty years to control hopping and running robots or robot models; see [1] , [2] , [10] , [14] , [17] , [27] , [33] , [41] for examples of one-legged robots. In many cases, e.g., [1] , [2] , [17] , these control procedures are inspired by Raibert's original three-part controller, regulating forward speed during flight by positioning the legs at a proper touchdown angle, and hopping height and body attitude during stance by employing leg force and hip torque; see [41] . A different class of controllers is introduced in [14] . These controllers apply impulsive (or, equivalently piecewise constant) feedback inputs at discrete time instants throughout a stride to stabilize unforced periodic solutions of a simplified model, and were found to perform well on an exact model of the hopper. The reliance of the control laws in [14] on a simplified model is removed in [27] . From a minimalist perspective, a realistic one-legged hopper is controlled using only a hip actuator in [10] . All the control laws mentioned so far incorporate sensory feedback to stabilize periodic running motions. However, as indicated in [33] , stable running can be achieved using purely feed-forward periodic commands to the hip and leg motors.
The complexity of the dynamics of one-legged hoppers precluded analytically tractable stability studies, and led to introducing various simplifications: point-mass body, massless leg, zero gravity in stance, to name a few. In one of the earliest analytical works, Koditschek and Buehler explain the robust behavior of Raibert's vertical hopping controller by concentrating on the vertical oscillation of a simplified hopper; see [30] . This analysis is extended in [51] by considering the bifurcation diagram of the system's return map. Forward dynamics is added to the vertical hopper in [32] with the purpose of investigating its effect on the vertical motion. The problem of controlling forward velocity alone is examined in [13] and [45] , where no control is available at the leg.
The sagittal plane model in [13] and [45] is comprised of a point-mass body attached to a massless springy leg, and is conservative with the touchdown angle being the sole control input. It corresponds to the most common configuration of the SLIP, which has appeared widely in the locomotion literature; see [15] , [21] and references therein. Recently, it was discovered in [47] , and, independently, in [16] , that the SLIP possesses "self-stable" running gaits, though the basins of attraction may be impractically small. Control laws have been proposed that enlarge the basin of attraction of these gaits in [48] , while in [3] a theoretical framework suitable for analyzing various leg placement control policies for the SLIP is developed. Three-dimensional extensions of the SLIP are also available, [46] . These research efforts produced a large variety of controllers for inducing elegant running motions in the SLIP, which exhibit very appealing properties such as large domains of attraction and minimal control effort.
A quite different paradigm for control law design combining analytical tractability with realistic models has been followed in [19] , [53] , and [11] ; see also [52] for an integrative perspective. There, geometric nonlinear control methods have been developed that deal directly with the underactuation and hybrid dynamics present in legged robots, and induce provably asymptotically stable dynamic walking and running motions in bipedal robots. In particular, it has been shown that planar walking and running gaits can be "embedded" in the dynamics of a biped by defining a set of holonomic output functions with the control objective being to drive these outputs to zero; see [19] , [53] . In essence, this method asymptotically restricts the dynamics of the closed-loop hybrid model to a lower-dimensional attractive and invariant subset of the state space. The stable periodic solutions of the dynamics restricted on this subset, called the Hybrid Zero Dynamics (HZD), encode the desired task (walking or running).
The general idea of task encoding through the enforcement of a lower-dimensional target dynamics, rather than through the prescription of a set of reference trajectories, has been employed in the control of dynamically dexterous machines, including juggling, brachiating and running robots, by Koditschek and his collaborators; see [9] , [36] and [42] . The same general idea, albeit in a fully actuated setting, has been employed in [5] and [4] , where the method of controlled symmetries introduced in [50] together with a generalization of Routhian reduction for hybrid systems were combined to extend passive dynamic walking gaits, such as those obtained by McGeer's passive walker [31] , in three dimensions.
Task encoding through imposing pre-specified target dynamics leaves one with the question of selecting a suitable candidate dynamical system for the targeted running behavior. On one hand, a growing body of evidence in biomechanics indicates that diverse species, when they run, tune their neural and musculoskeletal systems so that their center of mass (COM) bounces along as if it was following the dynamics of a SLIP; see [6] , [7] , [15] . On the other hand, careful consideration of the SLIP gave insight into synthesizing empirical control laws capable of stabilizing running robots with one, two and four legs, as was demonstrated in [41] . In the light of this evidence, the SLIP is construed as a dynamic model of the observed running behavior, and thus can be used as the target dynamics for legged robots; see [15] and [21] .
Up to this point, however, much of this research has been concentrated on the SLIP itself, and, as was indicated in [10] , controllers specifically derived for the SLIP will have to be modified in order to be successful in inducing stable running in more complete models that include pitch dynamics or energy losses. Only preliminary results in this direction are available, including [43] and [42] , in which controllers for running exploit results known for the SLIP. Furthermore, the majority of control laws suitable for one-legged robot models exhibiting pitch dynamics are derived based on the assumption that the torso COM coincides with the hip joint; for example, see [1] , [2] , [10] , [14] , [27] , [33] . The purpose of this assumption, which is crucial for the success of the control laws, is that it results in trivial coupling between the torso and leg dynamics. To the best of the authors' knowledge, only [25] and [26] addressed the asymmetric case, but stability conclusions were drawn from numerical studies only.
These observations set the stage of this research, which aims at establishing a more formal connection between the SLIP as a control target for running and more complete plant models of legged robots that include nontrivial pitch dynamics.
III. ASYMMETRIC SPRING LOADED INVERTED PENDULUM
A schematic for the Asymmetric Spring Loaded Inverted Pendulum (ASLIP) is presented in Fig. 1 . The hip joint (point at which the leg is attached to the torso) does not coincide with the COM of the torso, which is modeled as a rigid body with mass and moment of inertia about the COM. The leg is assumed to be massless. The contact of the leg with the ground is modeled as an unactuated pin joint. The ASLIP is controlled by two inputs: a force acting along the leg, and a torque applied at the hip. In Section IX, the leg force will be modeled as a spring in parallel with a prismatic force source. In what follows, the subscripts " " and " " denote "flight" and "stance," respectively.
A. Flight Dynamics
The flight phase dynamics corresponds to a planar rigid body undergoing ballistic motion in a gravitational field. The configuration space of the flight phase is a simply-connected open subset of corresponding to physically reasonable configurations of the ASLIP, and it can be parameterized by the Cartesian coordinates and of the COM together with the pitch angle , i.e., ; see Fig. 1 . The flight dynamics of the ASLIP can then be described by the second-order system (1) where and , with being the gravitational acceleration. The system (1) can easily be written in state-space form as (2) evolving in . The flight phase terminates when the vertical distance of the toe from the ground becomes zero. To realize this condition, the flight state vector is augmented with an open subset of , where and are the leg length and angle at touchdown, respectively, and This means that, during flight, the leg is assumed to obtain the desired length and orientation instantaneously 1 , without affecting the motion of the torso. The threshold function given by (3) signifies the touchdown event at its zero crossing, and defines a smooth switching manifold in the augmented state space , given by (4) Note that in (3) and (4), the parameter is available for control, and will eventually be chosen according to an event-based feedback law.
B. Stance Dynamics
The configuration space of the stance phase is a simplyconnected open subset of corresponding to physically reasonable configurations of the ASLIP, and it is parameterized by the joint coordinates: leg length , leg angle with respect to the torso , and torso orientation , i.e., ; see Fig. 1 . Using the method of Lagrange [49, p. 255] , the stance dynamics of the ASLIP can be described by the second-order system (5) where an open subset of , is the input vector during stance, and the matrices in (5) are given by
The model (5) can be brought into standard state-space form by defining (6) where is the state vector.
Transition from stance to flight can be initiated by causing the acceleration of the stance leg end to be positive, i.e., directed upwards, when the ground force becomes zero. As explained in [12, Section 4] , if torque discontinuities are allowed 2 -as they are assumed to be in this model-when to transition into the flight phase becomes a control decision. Therefore, liftoff is assumed to occur at predetermined configurations in the stance state space that correspond to the distance between the leg end and the torso COM being equal to a constant , which will be fixed in the control system design; see Remark 5 in Section VI. Consequently, the threshold function is defined by (7) and its zeroing defines the stance-to-flight switching surface (8) Remark 1: Equation (7) . These conditions are easily met on a physical model; see for example Table I of Section IX.
C. ASLIP Hybrid Dynamics of Running
Let denote the flow generated by the flight phase vector field of (2) . Note that the simplicity of allows for explicit calculation of the flow . When the "augmented" flight flow intersects , transition from flight to stance occurs. Let be the flight-tostance transition map. Similarly, let be the stance-to-flight transition map. Both and are provided in the Appendix. Then, the open-loop hybrid model of the ASLIP is (9) where and , , are the left and right limits of the stance and flight solutions.
The subsystems and can be combined into a single system with impulse effects describing the open-loop hybrid dynamics of the ASLIP; see [52, pp. 252-254] , for a discussion of the related geometry. Define the time-to-touchdown function , as if such that otherwise (10) The flow map 3 for the (augmented) flight phase can then be given by the rule . Let be the map (11) The map "compresses" the flight phase into an "event," and can be thought of as a (generalized) "impact map" [12] , or a "reset map" [5] . In this setting, the hybrid dynamics of the ASLIP becomes (12) The left and right limits and correspond to the states "just prior to liftoff" and "just after touchdown," respectively. Note also that in (12) , only the argument triggers liftoff; affects the initial conditions of the continuous part of (12) . The system has the typical form of a system with impulse effects, i.e., it is defined on a single chart , where the states evolve, together with the map , which reinitializes the differential equation at liftoff; see [20] , [54] and [52] for general treatments of impulsive and hybrid dynamical systems.
IV. OVERVIEW OF THE CONTROL LAW
In this section, the framework within which controllers for the ASLIP are designed is outlined. Generally speaking, for the two controllers that will be presented in this paper, the purpose of the feedback law is to coordinate the actuated degrees of freedom of the ASLIP so that a lower-dimensional hybrid system emerges from the closed-loop ASLIP dynamics; this lower-dimensional dynamical system serves as a target for the control of the ASLIP and governs its asymptotic behavior. This statement will be made mathematically precise in the following sections. In this section, only the general guidelines are briefly described. To keep the exposition concise, the equations associated with the control laws are not included in this section; see [37] -[39, Section III] for details.
The feedback law exploits the hybrid nature of the system by introducing control action on two levels; see Fig. 2 . On the first level, a continuous-time feedback law is employed in the stance phase with the purpose of creating an invariant and attractive submanifold embedded in the stance state space, on which the closed-loop dynamics have desired properties. On the second level, event-based updates of controller parameters are performed at transitions from stance to flight. Generally, the event-based parameter update law is organized in an inner/outerloop architecture, with the inner-loop controller intended to render the surface invariant under the reset map. This condition is referred to as hybrid invariance, and it leads to the creation of a reduced-order hybrid subsystem called the Hybrid Zero Dynamics (HZD), which governs the stability properties of the full-order ASLIP; see [35] and [53] for details. In cases where the in-stride controller achieves hybrid invariance, is not needed and may be excluded from the controller design; Section VI presents one such example. Finally, the outer-loop controller completes the control design by ensuring that the resulting HZD is exponentially stable.
In Sections VI and VIII we particularize these ideas through explicit constructions of two sets of feedback laws , and that achieve the control objectives. In Section VI, the objective is to coordinate the actuated DOFs of the ASLIP so that the compliant SLIP emerges as the HZD; this controller is referred to as the SLIP-embedding controller. In Section VIII, the objective is to impose suitably parameterized virtual holonomic constraints on the ASLIP so that a one-DOF mechanical system arises as its HZD; because, in this case, the resulting HZD cannot be compliant, we refer to this controller as the rigid target model controller. Fundamental differences in the two control laws are highlighted in Section IX, illustrating the benefits of designing the HZD to accommodate compliance, such as in the SLIP-embedding controller.
V. TARGET MODEL: THE ENERGY-STABILIZED SLIP
In this section, the target model for the SLIP-embedding controller is introduced. The standard SLIP consists of a point mass attached to a massless prismatic spring, and it is passive (no torque inputs) and conservative (no energy losses), thus precluding the existence of exponentially stable periodic orbits; see [3] , [16] . In this paper, we consider a variant of the SLIP, where the leg force is allowed to be non-conservative. The purpose of this modification is to introduce control authority over the total energy, which is no longer conserved as in the standard SLIP, thus leading to the existence of exponentially stable periodic orbits. This system, called the Energy-Stabilized SLIP (ES-SLIP), is presented in Fig. 3 .
The derivation of the hybrid model for the ES-SLIP is similar to that of the ASLIP, thus the exposition in this section will be terse. Moreover, only the closed-loop hybrid dynamics of the ES-SLIP will be presented. In what follows, the superscript " " denotes the ES-SLIP target model. The flight and stance configuration spaces and , respectively, will both be parameterized by the Cartesian coordinates of the COM a simply-connected open subset of . Hence, the system dynamics evolves in the state space . In order to accommodate perturbations away from the nominal energy, the conservative force developed by the springy leg of the standard SLIP is modified to include a nonconservative feedback component . The purpose of is to stabilize the total energy of the system at a desired nominal level , and is achieved by (13) where is the total energy, and is a positive gain. To regulate the forward speed, the following event-based control law is employed (14) where and specify the nominal touchdown angle and forward speed, respectively, is the actual forward speed just prior to liftoff, and is a positive gain. Remark 2: It can be recognized that (14) corresponds to a variation of Raibert's speed controller, [41, pp. 44-47] . Feedback control laws similar to (13) and (14) exist in the literature; the particular ones used here are for illustrative purposes only. It is emphasized that many other in-stride or event-based controllers could have been used to stabilize the SLIP. For instance, energy stabilization in nonconservative monopedal models has been demonstrated using linear (leg) and rotational (hip) actuation in [2] and [10] , respectively. On the other hand, a large variety of event-based controllers exist for the SLIP, e.g., [3] , [41] , [44] , [48] , which are known to have very appealing properties. In the next section, we develop rigorously a controller for the ASLIP that affords the direct use of control laws available for the SLIP.
Under the influence of the feedback laws (13) and (14), the closed-loop ES-SLIP hybrid dynamics can be obtained as (15) where is the closed-loop stance vector field, which is given below for future use (16) is the elastic force developed by the prismatic spring of the leg, which is assumed to be generated by a radial potential with as (17) Assuming, for definiteness, that the spring is linear (18) is the spring constant, the nominal leg length (determining touchdown), and a (constant) pretention; see Fig. 3 . In (15), the switching surface (19) where (20) is a three-dimensional embedded submanifold of , for reasons similar to those mentioned in Remark 1.
Remark 3: To explain (19) and (20), the liftoff condition is assumed to occur when the leg length obtains a particular value, namely , as is the case for the conservative SLIP.
Finally, the closed-loop reset map in (15) is defined by 4 (21) where and are the ES-SLIP stance-to-flight and flight-to-stance transition maps, respectively. Due to the fact that both the flight and stance state spaces are parameterized by the same coordinates, the transition maps simply correspond to the identity map on , i.e., . In (21) , is the ES-SLIP flight flow map, defined analogously with the ASLIP flight flow map;
is an open subset of , containing physically reasonable values for the touchdown angle .
In order to study the stability properties of periodic orbits of , the method of Poincaré is used. The Poincaré section is selected to be the surface defined by (19) . Let be the flow generated by , and define the time-to-liftoff function , in a similar fashion as (10), by if otherwise (22) Then, the Poincaré map is defined by (23) VI. MAIN RESULT: THE SLIP-EMBEDDING CONTROLLER As was mentioned in Section IV, the control action takes place on two hierarchical levels. On the first level, continuous in-stride control is exerted during the stance phase to stabilize the torso at a desired posture, and to create an invariant manifold on which the ES-SLIP dynamics can be imposed. On the second level, an event-based SLIP controller is used to stabilize a periodic orbit of the system. These results are summarized in the following theorem and corollary. 
has the form
A.
2) The set is a smooth four-dimensional embedded submanifold of that is invariant under the stance flow, i.e., implies , and the set , where is given by (8) , is a co-dimension one submanifold of ; A.
3) The transverse dynamics takes the form (27) and it exponentially contracts as , i.e., ; A.4) The restriction dynamics (28) is diffeomorphic to the ES-SLIP stance phase closed-loop dynamics given by (16) .
B. Event-Based Discrete Control
The closed-loop reset map defined by (29) where the maps , and have been defined in Section III-C, satisfies B.1)
, i.e., is hybrid invariant; B.
2) The restricted reset map is diffeomorphic to the ES-SLIP closed-loop reset map defined by (21) . For a given constant, the closed-loop hybrid dynamics of the ASLIP under the continuous and event-based feedback control laws of Theorem 1 takes the form (30) where was defined in (8), and is the representation of the closed-loop reset map in the -coordinates. The stability properties of will be studied via the corresponding Poincaré return map , which is defined analogously to of Section V; see (23). As is described in detail in [34] , the structure imposed on the ASLIP by the feedback laws of Theorem 1 results in the map being independent of and , i.e., the restricted Poincaré map is well defined and is diffeomorphic to the ES-SLIP Poincaré map. The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 in view of the results in [34] .
Corollary 1 (Exponential Stability of ):
Let be a fixed point of and a fixed point of . There exist such that, for all , is exponentially stable, if, and only if, is exponentially stable. Before continuing with the proof of Theorem 1, which will be given in Section VII, a few remarks are in order.
Remark 4: The conditions of Remark 1 and of Theorem 1 are both satisfied whenever , which is the case of most upright runners.
Remark 5: The definition of as in Theorem 1, that is, by (8) , means that liftoff occurs when the distance between the foot and the COM becomes equal to the nominal leg length of the ES-SLIP, ; see also Remark 3.
Remark 6: To help develop some intuition on Theorem 1, it is noted that the two-dimensional state vector corresponds to the output dynamics; in particular, it corresponds to the pitch error dynamics. The four-dimensional state vector is suitable for describing the associated zero dynamics. The theorem provides conditions under which, for sufficiently fast exponentially contracting pitch error dynamics, an exponentially stable periodic orbit of the restriction dynamics is also an exponentially stable orbit of the ASLIP. Furthermore, the restriction dynamics, which corresponds to the translational dynamics of the COM of the ASLIP, is rendered diffeomorphic to the ES-SLIP dynamics. Intuitively, the feedback laws of Theorem 1 "coordinate" the actuated degrees of freedom of the ASLIP so that a lower-dimensional subsystem, the ES-SLIP, "emerges" from the closed-loop dynamics, and it governs the behavior-i.e., the existence and stability properties of periodic orbits of interest-of the full-order ASLIP.
Remark 7: The importance of Corollary 1 is that, for given controllers that create an exponentially stable periodic orbit of the ES-SLIP, the feedback laws and of Theorem 1 render this orbit exponentially stable in the ASLIP.
VII. PROOF OF THE SLIP-EMBEDDING THEOREM
In this section, Theorem 1 is proved through a sequence of lemmas. The procedure is constructive, and results in a control law satisfying the requirements of Theorem 1. Fig. 4 summarizes the continuous-time control action during the ASLIP stance phase, whose objective is to render the translational dynamics of the ASLIP COM diffeomorphic to the ES-SLIP dynamics.
A. In-Stride Continuous Control
The purpose of the in-stride control action during the stance phase is twofold. First, it ensures that the torso remains at a desired (constant and upright) pitch angle, and second, it renders the translational stance dynamics of the ASLIP diffeomorphic to the ES-SLIP closed-loop stance dynamics. In view of the underactuated nature of the stance phase, the two control objectives will be achieved in different time scales. Since the requirement for the torso being upright throughout the motion is more stringent, high-gain control will be imposed on the pitch rotational motion. Hence, the system will be decomposed into fast and slow dynamics governing the rotational and the translational dynamics of the torso, respectively.
The continuous part of in (12) , can be written as (31) Define the output by (32) where is a desired pitch angle, taken to be a constant. The output defined by (32) results in the second-order input-output dynamics (33) where (34) Equation (33) shows that two inputs are available for zeroing the (single) output (32) . In what follows, the hip torque is solely devoted to pitch control, while the leg input is reserved for controlling the zero dynamics.
Lemma 1 (Stance Phase Zero Dynamics):
Under the output function defined by (32) , and for 1) the set is a smooth four-dimensional embedded submanifold of ; 2) the feedback control law (35) renders invariant under the stance dynamics; that is, for , [12] and [53] , the zero dynamics manifold is a four-dimensional embedded submanifold of the six-dimensional stance state space . This significantly complicates stability analysis of the resulting HZD, which no longer is a one-DOF system as in [12] and [53] . However, the presence of in the zero dynamics allows for further control action. A feedback law can be devised for so that the zero dynamics associated with the output (32) matches exactly the differential equations of the ES-SLIP stance phase dynamics. To do this, let and define the feedback (41) where (42) and , are positive constants. Under this feedback law, the model (31) becomes (43) where (44) (45) In the coordinates of Lemma 1, (43) has the form (46) (47) where (48) With the additional change of coordinates , defined by and , the model (46)- (47) takes the form (49) (50) and (51) Since the gains in (51) (49)- (50) is in standard singular perturbation form, see [29, p. 424] , and the corresponding reduced model is obtained by substituting and in the slow part of the dynamics (50), i.e. (52) where direct calculation leads to (53) (54) The following lemma completes the continuous stance controller design by providing a procedure for constructing . 60) and , renders the restriction dynamics (52) diffeomorphic to the ES-SLIP closed-loop dynamics defined by (16) .
Proof: Substitution of (58) into (52) gives (61) Define the map by (62) It is straightforward to check that is a diffeomorphism onto its image, thus it describes a valid coordinate transformation on . Observe that . The result (63) is obtained after straightforward algebraic manipulations. Remark 8: Careful inspection of (58) reveals that under the proposed feedback law the total ASLIP leg force, , becomes equal to the projection of the ES-SLIP force, , along the direction of the actual (ASLIP) leg; see [37, Remark 4.11] . As will be explained in Section IX-D, this property can be used to provide a qualitative explanation of the superiority of the SLIP-embedding controller with respect to a controller that creates a non-compliant HZD.
Remark 9: Combining (41) and (58), a feedback controller of the form is obtained. The vector corresponds to parameters introduced by the control law, and includes the mechanical properties of the target model. The nominal values of these parameters will be selected via an optimization procedure, which will be presented in Section IX. As was mentioned in Section IV, can be updated in an event-based manner through the inner-loop feedback law of Fig. 2 to achieve hybrid invariance. However, Lemma 3 below shows that this is not necessary for the SLIP-embedding controller, and thus need not be updated. This is the reason why did not explicitly appear as one of the arguments of the continuous-time controller .
B. Event-Based Discrete Control
The purpose of the stride-to-stride controller is twofold. First, it ensures that the manifold is invariant under the reset map . Second, it arranges the configuration of the ASLIP at liftoff so that the restriction of the ASLIP reset map on is equal to the SLIP closed-loop reset map. Both requirements can be satisfied through the outer-loop event-based controller of Fig. 2 , the design of which is the subject of the following lemma.
Lemma 3 (Event-Based Controller):
Let and be the forward running speed at liftoff and the touchdown angle, respectively, corresponding to a (desired) fixed point of the ES-SLIP. Define (64) where is the forward running speed of the ASLIP prior to liftoff. Then, the controller (65) (66) where is the desired pitch angle in (32), achieves B.1) and B.2) of Theorem 1.
Proof: Suppose . To show B.1), notice that this implies and just prior to liftoff. Since during the flight phase , i.e., , at touchdown we have and , which means that . This establishes hybrid invariance, i.e.,
. To show B.2), observe that, in coordinates (62), the surface with defined by (8) , is equal to , given by (19), i.e., the domains of definition of the maps and are equal. The rest of the proof is a consequence of the fact that the flight flow of the ES-SLIP is the same as the translational part of the flight flow of the ASLIP. Equations (64)-(66) ensure that, not only the flight flows are identical, but also the corresponding closed-loop reset maps and , are diffeomorphic. Remark 10: The proof of Lemma 3 depends only upon the restriction of the functions and on . Hence, and can be replaced with any smooth functions whose restrictions on are equal to (65) and (66), respectively. This property will be brought into use in Section IX-A to modify (65) and (66) in order to enlarge the basin of attraction of the nominal orbit; see (72) and (73) there.
C. Proof of Theorem 1
The proof of Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 1-3.
VIII. ONE DOF HYBRID ZERO DYNAMICS: THE RIGID TARGET MODEL
This section describes the second of the controllers presented in this paper. The design procedure provides the feedback laws , and , whose function was described in Section IV. This controller, whose stability proof follows from previous results in [12] and [35] , is included here because its comparison with the SLIP-embedding controller will reveal some beneficial aspects of designing the HZD to accommodate compliance. The presentation will be terse; the interested reader is referred to [39] for particular details on the control design, and in [35] for the general framework. It is important to emphasize that this controller is fundamentally different from the SLIP-embedding controller of Sections VI and VII in that it results in a one-DOF HZD, a fact that greatly simplifies stability analysis, but leaves no room for compliance. Hence, we refer to this controller as the rigid target model controller.
A. In-Stride Continuous Control
During the stance phase, the ASLIP exhibits one degree of underactuation. The two inputs will be used to asymptotically impose two virtual holonomic constraints on two of the model's three DOF, which are chosen to be the leg length and the pitch angle, i.e.,
. Other choices are possible; however, this particular one allows for the direct comparison with the SLIP-embedding controller of Sections VI and VII. Here, the virtual constraints are chosen to be polynomials parameterized by the monotonic quantity , representing the angle of the leg with respect to the ground, as shown in Fig. 1 . The virtual constraints are imposed through zeroing the output (67) where are the polynomial functions of describing the desired evolution of , and includes the corresponding polynomial coefficients; see [39, Apppendix] .
Following the procedure that was outlined in Section IV, and is further detailed in [39, Section III-B], the continuous feedback controller is designed to render the surface (68) invariant under the flow of the continuous part of the ASLIP dynamics and attractive. It is emphasized here that two virtual constraints are imposed by zeroing (67), thus resulting in a one-DOF HZD evolving on a two-dimensional surface .
B. Event-Based Discrete Control
The development of the event-based control law closely follows the structure outlined in Section IV. In this case, to achieve hybrid invariance, it is necessary to include the inner-loop controller of Fig. 2 in the feedback design. Details on how to construct can be found in [39, Section III-C]. The outer-loop control law updates in order to exponentially stabilize the HZD. In the rigid target model controller, we do not explore the possibility of updating the leg length at touchdown; is assumed to be always equal to its nominal value . This leaves the touchdown angle as the only parameter available for control. The Poincaré map associated with the hybrid system under the feedback laws and gives rise to the discrete-time control system (69) are all within the unit circle, and completes the control design. Note that instead of the full model Poincaré map (69), the one-dimensional Poincaré map associated with the HZD could have been used, affording a reduced-order stability test; see [12] , [35] , [53] .
IX. CONTROLLER EVALUATION VIA SIMULATION
This section presents simulation results that compare the performance of the SLIP-embedding controller presented in Sections VI and VII, with that of the rigid target model controller of Section VIII. Both the steady-state and the transient behaviors of the two controllers are discussed.
A. Implementation Issues and Nominal Orbit Design
The mechanical properties of the ASLIP used in the simulations are presented in Table I , see also Fig. 1 , and they roughly correspond to the monopedal robot Thumper constructed in a collaborative effort between the University of Michigan and Carnegie Mellon University; see [22] and [40] for details on the design, modeling and control of Thumper.
In implementing the SLIP-embedding controller, simulation shows that, while the event-based controller developed in Lemma 3 of Section VII-B achieves exponential stability of the ASLIP, letting the pitch angle in (65)-(66) off the zero dynamics be equal to its actual value, instead of its nominal value , enlarges the domain of attraction of the controller, i.e.
(72) (73) whose restrictions on are equal to (65)-(66), respectively. By Remark 10, the stability conclusion of Theorem 1 remains valid. This modification is similar to what was done in [12] , and it will be included in the simulations of the SLIP-embedding controller without further comment.
To implement the rigid target model controller, a sixth order polynomial was used for the desired leg length, and a constant polynomial for the desired pitch angle; refer to [39, Appendix] for details. Generally, the rigid target model controller allows for the desired pitch angle being any suitably parameterized function of the unactuated variable , thus allowing for nontrivial motions of the torso. However, this is not possible in the SLIP-embedding controller, due to the fact that constant pitch angle throughout the nominal (steady-state) motion is a necessary 6 condition for its implementation.
Both controllers introduce a set of parameters , whose values along the nominal orbit can be selected using the optimization technique developed in [53] . Consider the hybrid dynamics of the ASLIP in closed-loop with the feedback controllers developed in Sections VI and VII, and in Section VIII with cost function (74) where is the duration of the stance phase, is the stiffness of the ASLIP leg, and its natural length; see Table I . Append to (74) the equality constraint (75) so that the nominal orbit is periodic. One can also include constraints that correspond to requirements such as the desired nominal forward speed, or the normal ground force component be non-negative, etc. Then, the problem of finding the nominal values of the coefficients and reduces to a constrained minimization problem, which can be (numerically) solved using MATLAB's . It worth mentioning here, that the specific choice of performance index (74) reflects our desire to find a nominal orbit for the ASLIP, on which the amount of work produced by the hip actuator and the peak force developed by the leg actuator given by (76) are minimized. 
B. Steady-State Behavior
In order to compare the behavior of the two controllers under perturbations, it would be ideal to have identical nominal orbits. Despite the fact that relatively low degree polynomials have been used in the rigid target model controller, an almost exact match in the resulting nominal orbits was obtained, as depicted in Fig. 5 . Fig. 5 also shows that both controllers take advantage of the leg spring on the nominal (steady-state) motion, since the leg actuator force is below 6 N while the total leg forces are on the order of 900 N in both cases.
C. Transient Behavior and Performance Evaluation
The gains used in the SLIP-embedding controller are while the gains for the rigid target model controller are Note that has been selected using MATLAB's on the discrete system (69) evolving on the Poincaré section (70). The specific values were chosen such that these two controllers exhibit similar behavior in response to a perturbation in the pitch angle; see Fig. 6(a) and (b) .
Using these data, both controllers have been simulated in MATLAB. It was observed that the rigid target model controller tends to violate the unilateral constraint between the ground and the toe by commanding forces which "pull" the ground, i.e., the normal component of the ground reaction force becomes negative. To enlarge the domain of attraction, it was necessary to include saturation on the control forces so that the ground constraints are respected; more information on the saturation procedure can be found in supplemental material available in [18] . The SLIP-embedding controller did not violate these constraints, except at very large perturbations. Fig. 6 presents the pitch angle and forward velocity of the ASLIP as it recovers from a perturbation using both controllers. The perturbation occurs at the liftoff of the second stride. Notice that in both cases, the response of the pitch angle is similar; however, larger excursions from the nominal forward speed are observed in the rigid target model controller. Fig. 7 presents the total leg forces and the leg actuator forces corresponding to Fig. 6 . It is seen in Fig. 7(a) that, in the SLIPembedding controller, the profile of the total leg forces remains close to that of a spring force, even during transients, resulting in small actuator forces computed by (76). On the contrary, it can be seen in Fig. 7(b) that, in the rigid target model controller, the profile of the total leg force significantly differs from that of the spring force, resulting in the large actuator forces shown in Fig. 7(d) . This means that the rigid target model controller in closed loop with the ASLIP effectively "cancels" the compliance of the leg in the open-loop ASLIP. It is emphasized that, on the nominal orbit, both controllers exploit the leg spring equally well, since as shown in Fig. 5 , the leg actuator force never exceeds 6 N, while the total forces are on the order of 900 N.
These features have significant implications for the domain of attraction of the two controllers. This is demonstrated in Table II , which presents the number of strides until convergence within 5% of the steady-state value (strides), the peak actuator forces in , and the total work 7 in , required to reject perturbations in the pitch angle and in the forward velocity using the SLIP-embedding controller (SLIP) and the Rigid Target Model controller (RTM). The Table II can be found in supplemental material available in [18] . As is shown in Table II , significantly lower peak leg actuator forces and total work are required from the SLIP-embedding controller. As a result, larger perturbations than those in Table II can be rejected by the SLIP-embedding controller respecting the constraint . The following section provides a qualitative explanation of this behavior.
D. Qualitative Discussion
The significantly lower leg actuator forces reported for the SLIP-embedding controller in Table II are due to the fact that, in this case, the control input acts in concert with the spring. To be precise, as was mentioned in Remark 8, the intuitive meaning of the feedback law given by (58) is that the ASLIP (actual) leg force, , is rendered equal to the projection of the SLIP (virtual) leg force, , along the direction of the actual leg. In view of (76), to achieve this prescription the leg actuator is only required to "shape" the actual spring force , so that the required central spring force, , along the virtual (SLIP) leg direction is developed. As can be seen in Fig. 1 , for physically reasonable torso pitch angles, the angle between the actual leg and the virtual leg direction is small. Consequently, small actuator effort suffices to "shape" the spring force of the actual leg to achieve this projection.
Concerning the lower power required by the SLIP-embedding controller, this is attributed to the fact that much of the work done on the leg is provided by the spring. Hence, in decelerating the COM during the compression part of the stance phase, only a small amount of energy is dissipated in the leg actuator. Finally, another particularly important advantage of the SLIP-embedding controller is that, under reasonable conditions, it does not violate the ground contact constraints. In contrast, the rigid target model controller frequently commands leg forces that violate the unilateral constraints characterizing the toe/ground interaction. For instance, this occurs when the current leg length exceeds the commanded value. On such occasions, the controller attempts to shorten the leg by "pulling" the ground, often resulting in forces that violate the unilateral ground constraint.
These results demonstrate the significance of designing the HZD of running to respect the compliance available in the openloop system. Otherwise, the beneficial effects of the actual leg spring may be canceled by the control inputs during transients. These ideas are exploited in our recent work [40] , where feedback control laws that induce provably exponentially stable running motions on Thumper, the monopedal robot appearing in Fig. 1 , are designed. More details pertaining to the proposed method can be found in [37] .
X. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a framework for the systematic design of control laws with provable properties for the ASLIP, an extension of the SLIP that includes nontrivial torso pitch dynamics, is proposed. The ASLIP can be envisioned as a "building block" toward the construction of controllers for more elaborate models that constitute more accurate representations of legged robots. The control law proposed acts on two levels. On the first level, continuous in-stride control asymptotically stabilizes the torso pitch, and creates an invariant surface on which the closed-loop dynamics is diffeomorphic to a target compliant system-in this particular case, the SLIP dynamics. On the second level, an event-based controller is used to stabilize the target compliant system along a desired periodic orbit. An immediate practical consequence of this method for the ASLIP is that it affords the direct use of a large body of controller results that are available in the literature for the SLIP. Furthermore, it is deduced through comparisons of the SLIP-embedding controller with a rigid target model controller creating a one-degree-of-freedom non-compliant subsystem, that the underlying compliant nature of the SLIP enhances performance by significantly improving the transient response and reducing actuator effort. This paper should be viewed as a first step toward a general framework of controller design exhibiting compliant hybrid zero dynamics. An instantiation of how these ideas can be applied to synthesize control laws for more complete models of legged robots can be found in [40] in the context of a monopedal robot.
APPENDIX
In this appendix, the formulas for the stance-to-flight and flight-to-stance transition maps of the ASLIP are presented. All the transition maps correspond to coordinate transformations taking stance to flight and flight to stance coordinates. 
